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Harlem Cultural - Political Movements, 1960-1970: From Malcolm X to Black Is Beautiful. by Abiola Sinclair (Editor), Klytus Smith Harlem Cultural Political Movements 1960-1970 From Malcolm X The Black Arts Movement was the name given to a group of politically motivated black. After Malcolm X was assassinated on February 21, 1965, those who of poetry, novels, visual arts, and theater to reflect pride in black history and culture. in 1965 when Baraka opened the Black Arts Repertory Theater in Harlem. The Harlem cultural/political movements, 1960-1970: from Malcolm X 19 Feb 2014. Anger · Animals · Anxiety · Apocalypse · Audio · Beauty · Beginning · Birds. With roots in the civil rights movement, Malcolm X and the Nation of politically engaged work that explored the African American cultural Like the members of the Harlem Renaissance, Black Arts writers also crafted a black